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The effect of the initial vortex structure, including the radius of maximum wind (RMW) 

and the radial decay rate of tangential wind outside the RMW, on the intensification rate (IR) 
of a tropical cyclone (TC) is studied based on ensemble of simulations using a 
nonhydrostatic axisymmetric cloud-resolving model. The results show that: 
 the initial spinup period is shorter and the subsequent IR is larger for the storm with the 
initially smaller RMW or with the initially more rapid radial decay of tangential wind 
outside the RMW;  
 the longevity of the initial spinup period is determined by how quickly the inner-core 
region becomes nearly saturated in the middle and lower troposphere and thus deep 
convection near the RMW is initiated and organized. Because of the larger volume and 
weaker Ekman pumping, the inner-core of the initially larger vortex takes longer time to 
become saturated and thus experiences a longer initial spinup period;  
 the vortex initially with the larger RMW (with the slower radial decay of tangential wind 
outside the RMW) has lower inertial stability inside the RMW (higher inertial stability 
outside the RMW) develops more active convection in the outer-core region and weaker 
boundary-layer inflow in the inner-core region and thus experiences lower IR during the 
primary intensification stage. 

Figure 1 (left). Radial profiles of (a) tangential wind (m s-1) and (b) inertial stability 
parameter of the initial vortices used in experiments R60B10, R60B05, and R100B10. 
Figure 2 (right). Time evolutions of maximum 10-m wind speed (m s-1) and minimum 
central sea level pressure (hPa) in experiments R60B10 (blue), R60B05 (red), and R100B10 
(green). Shown are results for all individual runs (thin) and their ensemble mean (thick) for 
each experiment. The two dashed horizontal lines indicate storm intensity between 25 m s-1 
and 45 m s-1, the main RI period of the three experiments.


